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Dear Editor,

We would like to thank the authors of the letter
to the editor for sharing their thoughts on our
article comparing the cost-effectiveness of ferric
carboxymaltose (FCM), iron isomaltoside (IIM),
iron sucrose (IS), and orally administered iron
for the treatment of iron deficiency anemia
(IDA) subsequent to inflammatory bowel dis-
ease (IBD) in Switzerland [1]. Open discussion
such as this is a key part of the scientific process
to ensure that analyses are fair and robust,
which we believe our analysis to be [2]. The

letter to the editor raises concerns in four key
areas, which we have addressed in turn below.
We hope that the clarifications provided give
additional helpful information to readers of
Advances in Therapy.

POPULATION

The study used pooled data from two random-
ized controlled trials to inform the analysis. The
authors of the letter to the editor raise the
concern that this population may not be
reflective of the population with IDA subse-
quent to IBD, citing that the Kulnigg et al. trial
enrolled patients with hemoglobin B 10 g/dL,
which is a relatively low cutoff for the diagnosis
of IDA [3, 4]. As mentioned in the ‘‘Discussion’’
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section of the article, how well these random-
ized controlled trials reflect the Swiss popula-
tion with IDA subsequent to IBD, particularly
in terms of the key characteristics of body
weight and hemoglobin, is currently difficult
to assess. While the Swiss Inflammatory Bowel
Disease Cohort Study (SIBDCS) collects and
publishes data relating to various aspects of
IBD in Switzerland (such as risk factors for
developing IBD, risk factors for disease pro-
gression, fatigue in patients with IBD com-
pared with the general population), the group
is yet to publish data on the population with
IDA subsequent to IBD [5–7]. We believe that
the cohort characteristics used represent the
best available option to reflect patients most in
need of treatment for IDA subsequent to IBD,
but acknowledge the uncertainty around these
inputs, and therefore we conducted sensitivity
analyses with alternative weight and hemo-
globin values applied. It should also be noted
that when the Ganzoni formula is used to cal-
culate the iron dose, the product labels state
that ideal body weight should be used in the
calculation for overweight patients, with ideal
body weight calculated based on a body mass
index of 25 kg/m2 [8–10]. Therefore the impact
of this model parameter with regards to the
percentage of patients with IDA subsequent to
IBD that are overweight or obese in Switzerland
will be much less than the authors of the letter
suggest and unlikely to change the findings of
our analysis.

The authors of the letter also raise the point
of the use of standard errors rather than stan-
dard deviations in the analysis. This approach
was intentionally chosen to narrow the range of
body weight values used, as Switzerland has one
of the lowest prevalence of overweight and
obesity in Europe, and to reflect that ideal body
weight should be used when the Ganzoni for-
mula is applied to calculate the iron

requirement [11]. To address the concerns of
the authors of the letter to the editor, we have
provided a reanalysis with standard deviations
applied.

METHOD TO ESTIMATE IRON
REQUIREMENT IN EACH
TREATMENT ARM

In the base case analysis, the Ganzoni formula
was used in the FCM arm, while the simplified
dosing table was used in the IIM and IS arms.
We then presented scenario analyses with the
Ganzoni formula used in all treatment arms.
The claim from the authors of the letter that
these results are hidden from the reader is false,
as they are clearly presented in Table 6 and
discussed in the ‘‘Results’’ section on page 669.
We believe that the results of these analyses
cover the range of possible dosing methods, and
that the reader has all of the information
required to understand the analyses conducted
and to select the results that they consider the
most appropriate.

We dispute the contention in the letter that
the same dosing method should be used to
calculate the iron dose in all arms. The analysis
aimed to apply the dosing calculation methods
most commonly used in clinical practice in
Switzerland, even if these differ across medica-
tions, in order to accurately reflect the costs
accrued with each IV iron formulation. As the
Ganzoni formula is the only option in the FCM
label in Switzerland, this is clearly the appro-
priate choice in this treatment arm [8]. How-
ever, in the IIM arm, the choice is more
nuanced, as both the simplified dosing
table and the Ganzoni formula are options.
Given that the simplified dosing table is rec-
ommended in the European Crohn’s and Colitis
Organisation (ECCO) guidelines and is an
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accepted option in the product label, we felt
that this method of calculating the iron dose
represents standard of care with IIM [12]. We
concede that the Ganzoni formula should have
been used in the IS arm in the base case, rather
than in a sensitivity analysis, as this is recom-
mended in the product label [12]. To address
this, we have provided reanalyses using the
following methods of calculating the iron dose,
in line with the product labels:

• FCM: Ganzoni formula
• IIM: Simplified dosing table
• IS: Ganzoni formula

LIMITATIONS OF THE NETWORK
META-ANALYSIS

Within the cost-effectiveness analysis, we have
been open about the limitations of the network
meta-analysis (NMA), as have the authors in
the original NMA publication [13]. We choose
to reference, rather than repeat, the previous
discussion of the limitations of the NMA, as
this is already in the public domain and would
have added very little value to our article. It
should be noted that the references used in the
letter to the editor as part of the discussion of
the limitations of the NMA are already inclu-
ded in the original cost-effectiveness article
(Kennedy et al. 2017 and Reinisch et al. 2017)
[14, 15].

MEASURE OF EFFICACY

We disagree with the authors of the letter when
they state that Hb change is a more clinically
informative measure of efficacy than response
rate. The definition of response of an increase of
at least 2 g/dL or normalization of Hb reflects
the ECCO guidelines for an acceptable response

to iron supplementation treatment [10]. Fur-
thermore, responder endpoints are used to
assess the efficacy in randomized controlled
trials of iron supplementation in patients with
IDA subsequent to IBD, either as a primary or
secondary endpoint [3, 4, 16–18]. As such, this
endpoint provides useful information to clini-
cians on the relative efficacy.

An analysis using change from baseline in
Hb data from an indirect comparison would
have been susceptible to bias, as the increase in
Hb would have been influenced by the baseline
Hb, with lower baseline Hb associated with a
greater increase. The use of the responder end-
point based on an odds ratio is not subject to
this confounding, as odds ratios are self-adjust-
ing across the complete scale with respect to the
location of the comparator group value.

Moreover, when conducting cost-effective-
ness analyses, any health economist is con-
strained by the availability of data. The authors
of the letter state that change from baseline in
Hb should have been used, but currently there is
no data source that could provide this for all
relevant comparators, and therefore such an
analysis would not be possible. The reader is free
to assess the relevance of the responder end-
point used, the only endpoint that allows
inclusion of all relevant comparators, and to
draw their own conclusions.

REANALYSIS

A revised base case analysis using standard
deviations to inform the sampling on inputs
and with the methods of calculating the iron
dose as described above is provided. This did
not change the conclusions of the analysis
(Tables 1, 2 and 3).

To further support this reanalysis, we have
revised the scenario and sensitivity analyses.
These showed minimal changes from the
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Table 1 Results of revised base case modeling analysis

Ferric
carboxymaltose

Iron isomaltoside Iron sucrose Orally
administered
iron

Responders (%) 81 (2) 74 (7) 75 (6) 69 (4)

Iron dose (mg) 1332 (430) 1462 (420) 1332 (430) –

Number of infusions 1.9 (0.5) 1.7 (0.2) 7.2 (2.2) –

Cost of treatment (CHF) 453 (137) 458 (127) 555 (171) 115 (0)

Additional cost per additional responder

with ferric carboxymaltose versus the

comparator

Increased

responders with

reduced costs

Increased

responders with

reduced costs

CHF 2901 per

additional

responder

CHF, 2020 Swiss Francs. Response was defined as a patient who achieved normalization of hemoglobin levels or an increase
in hemoglobin of C 2 g/dL. Values are mean (standard deviation)

Table 2 Results of revised scenario analysis

Additional cost per additional responder with ferric
carboxymaltose versus the comparator

Ferric
carboxymaltose
versus iron
isomaltoside

Ferric
carboxymaltose
versus iron
sucrose

Ferric carboxymaltose
versus orally
administered iron

Microcosting approach

Base case analysis (Ganzoni formula used in the

ferric carboxymaltose and iron sucrose arms,

simplified dosing table used in iron isomaltoside

arm)

Increased responders

with reduced costs

Increased

responders with

reduced costs

CHF 2901 per

additional responder

Ganzoni formula used in all arms Increased responders

with reduced costs

Increased

responders with

reduced costs

CHF 2901 per

additional responder

TARMED costing approach

Ganzoni formula used in the ferric carboxymaltose

and iron sucrose arms, simplified dosing table used

in iron isomaltoside arm

CHF 303 per

additional

responder

Increased

responders with

reduced costs

CHF 4206 per

additional responder

Ganzoni formula used in all arms CHF 819 per

additional

responder

Increased

responders with

reduced costs

CHF 4206 per

additional responder

CHF, 2020 Swiss Francs. Response was defined as a patient who achieved normalization of hemoglobin levels or an increase
in hemoglobin of C 2 g/dL
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original article, demonstrating the robustness
of the conclusions drawn on the basis of the
cost-effectiveness modeling.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the authors believe that the anal-
ysis described in our article is based on the best
available data, applied with appropriate
assumptions, for a cost-effectiveness evaluation
in Switzerland. Many of the points raised in the
letter to the editor were discussed at length
during the preparation of our analysis and,
where relevant, have been mentioned in the
article. The reanalyses have shown that using
the alterative assumptions suggested in the let-
ter to the editor (regardless of whether they are

appropriate or not) would not substantially
change the findings of the cost-effectiveness
analysis.
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Table 3 Results of revised sensitivity analysis

Additional cost per additional responder with ferric carboxymaltose versus the comparator

Ferric carboxymaltose versus
iron isomaltoside

Ferric carboxymaltose
versus iron sucrose

Ferric carboxymaltose versus
orally administered iron

Base case analysis Increased responders with

reduced costs

Increased responders with

reduced costs

CHF 2901 per additional responder

Upper 95% CI of

odds ratios

Reduced responders with

reduced costs

Equal responders with

reduced costs

CHF 16,686 per additional

responder

Lower 95% CI of

odds ratios

Increased responders with

reduced costs

Increased responders with

reduced costs

CHF 1468 per additional responder

Body weight

increased by 10 kg

Increased responders with

reduced costs

Increased responders with

reduced costs

CHF 3086 per additional responder

Hemoglobin

increased by 1 g/

dL

Increased responders with

reduced costs

Increased responders with

reduced costs

CHF 2488 per additional responder

Hemoglobin

decreased by 1 g/

dL

CHF 364 per additional

responder

Increased responders with

reduced costs

CHF 3385 per additional responder

All pharmacy

costs ? 10%

Increased responders with

equal costs

Increased responders with

reduced costs

CHF 3180 per additional responder

All pharmacy

costs - 10%

Increased responders with

reduced costs

Increased responders with

reduced costs

CHF 2582 per additional responder

CHF, 2020 Swiss Francs; CI, credible interval. Response was defined as a patient who achieved normalization of hemo-
globin levels or an increase in hemoglobin of C 2 g/dL
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